ABSTRACT

Since the conventional refrigerant R-134a is being phased out due to its high global warming potential, finding a suitable replacement refrigerant and a system design is of great importance. However, most of alternatives are either flammable or expensive. Therefore, to ensure the safety of passenger and reduce the refrigerant charge, a secondary loop system with coolant loop on both condenser and evaporator side was proposed. The performances of this system using R-134a, R-152a, and R-1234yf were evaluated and compared to that of conventional direct expansion system using R-134a under the US06 driving cycle condition. The results show that the coefficient of performance of the secondary loop system is significant lower than that of direct expansion system due to high pressure ratio and high compressor revolution speed. For the secondary loop system, the R-152a has better performance than R-1234yf and is a more suitable alternative refrigerant.
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Nomenclature

A  area [m²]
Bo  boiling number [-]
C  refrigerant charge [kg]
\(c_p\)  specific heat capacity [J · kg⁻¹ · K⁻¹]
D  diameter [m]
\(D_{eo}\)  outer volumetric diameter [m]
EM  CO₂ produced/kWh
F  Reynold number factor [-]
\(F_d\)  fin depth [m]
\(F_l\)  fin length [m]
\(F_p\)  fin pitch [m]
f  fanning friction factor [-]
H  height [m]
\(h\)  specific enthalpy [J · kg⁻¹] or heat transfer coefficient [W · m⁻² · K⁻¹]
\(h_{fg}\)  latent heat of vaporization per unit mass [J · kg⁻¹]
j  Colburn j-factor [-]
L  length [m] or life time of the product [year]
\(L_h\)  lover height [m]
\(L_l\)  lover length [m]
\(L_p\)  lover pitch [m]
Le  Lewis number [-]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>molecular weight</td>
<td>[-]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MM</td>
<td>CO₂ produced/kg of material</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>mass of material</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \dot{m} )</td>
<td>mass flow rate</td>
<td>[kg \cdot s^{-1}]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nu</td>
<td>Nusselt number</td>
<td>[-]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>pitch [m] or perimeter [m]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>pressure [kPa]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pr</td>
<td>Prandtl number</td>
<td>[-]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q</td>
<td>capacity [W]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \dot{Q}_{ptt} )</td>
<td>passenger latent load</td>
<td>[W]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \dot{Q}_{ps} )</td>
<td>passenger sensible load</td>
<td>[W]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \dot{Q}_{sol} )</td>
<td>solar radiation load</td>
<td>[W]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q''</td>
<td>heat flux</td>
<td>[W \cdot m^{-2}]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Re</td>
<td>Reynold number</td>
<td>[-]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>suppression factor</td>
<td>[-]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>temperature</td>
<td>[°C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( T_d )</td>
<td>tube depth</td>
<td>[m]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( T_p )</td>
<td>tube pitch</td>
<td>[m]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u</td>
<td>velocity</td>
<td>[m \cdot s^{-1}]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>volume</td>
<td>[m³]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>width</td>
<td>[m]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We</td>
<td>weber number</td>
<td>[-]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
wt.% percentage by weight [%]
X Martinelli number [-]
x flow quality [-]
Δ difference

Greek Symbols

α dimensionless number for j-factor calculation or heat transfer coefficient [W · m⁻²K⁻¹]
β dimensionless number for j-factor calculation [-]
δ thickness [m]
γ dimensionless number for j-factor calculation [-]
ϕ Two-phase multiplier [-]
ρ density [kg · m³]
η efficiency [-]
μ dynamic viscosity [N · s · m⁻¹]
ω humidity ratio [kg · kg⁻¹]
ν kinematic viscosity [m² · s⁻¹]

Subscript

a air
aw air-to-wall
c critical
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cv</td>
<td>convective boiling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>depth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dis</td>
<td>discharge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>disp</td>
<td>displacement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exp</td>
<td>experiment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f</td>
<td>fin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>hydraulic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infil</td>
<td>infiltration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inc</td>
<td>increment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>liquid or length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lb</td>
<td>lower boundary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mech</td>
<td>mechanical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>normalized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nb</td>
<td>nucleate boiling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>primary or pitch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>refrigerant or room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rw</td>
<td>refrigerant to the wall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>secondary or supply</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sim</td>
<td>simulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std</td>
<td>standard deviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suc</td>
<td>suction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Abbreviation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AEC</td>
<td>Annual Energy Consumption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALR</td>
<td>Annual Leakage Rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANN</td>
<td>Artificial Neural Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMP</td>
<td>Compressor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COND</td>
<td>Condenser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COP</td>
<td>Coefficient of Performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEV</td>
<td>Deviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DX</td>
<td>Direct Expansion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EES</td>
<td>Engineering Equation Solver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EOL</td>
<td>End of Life</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EVAP</td>
<td>Evaporator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GWP</td>
<td>Global Warming Potential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HC</td>
<td>Hydrocarbon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HFC</td>
<td>Hydrofluorocarbons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HFO</td>
<td>Hydrofluoroolefins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HX</td>
<td>Heat Exchanger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCCP</td>
<td>Life Cycle Climate Performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAC</td>
<td>Mobile Air Conditioning system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NREL</td>
<td>National Renewable Energy Laboratory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTU</td>
<td>Number of Transfer Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PE</td>
<td>Power Element</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDTR</td>
<td>Radiator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFD</td>
<td>Refrigerant Disposal Emission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFM</td>
<td>Refrigerant Manufacture Emission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPM</td>
<td>Revolution Per Minute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SL</td>
<td>Secondary Loop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMY</td>
<td>Typical Meteorological Year</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1 Introduction

1.1 Background

Mobile Air Conditioning system (MACs) is the air conditioning system mounted on the vehicle which helps to maintain the cabin air in the thermal comfort zone during the hot summer. Typical MACs uses R-134a as the refrigerant. However, although R-134a has no Ozone depletion potential, its Global Warming Potential (GWP) is 1430 [1], which is almost nine times of the upper boundary of the European MAC directive [2]. As a result, it has been phased out in Europe since 2017. Therefore, finding an alternative refrigerant is of great importance.

The alternative refrigerants of R-134a must have low GWP while having similar thermal properties as R-134a. The alternative refrigerants that can be found in the open literature include R-152a, R-1234yf, R-600, R-290a, and R-744. Among all those refrigerants, only R-744 is non-flammable. However, the operating pressure of R-744 is much higher than that of R-134a and therefore, requires better equipment to withstand the high pressure. While for other flammable alternatives, drop-in replacement of R-134a will put passengers in danger. Therefore, a safer system design is required. Moreover, R-1234yf is nine times expensive than R-134a [3]. So that its charge reduction is required.

The Secondary Loop (SL) system can satisfy this need. It replaces the evaporator with an intermediate heat exchanger, which isolates the refrigerant from the cabin so that the refrigerant has very little chance to get into the cabin when car crashes. In addition to providing a safe environment, the SL system can also reduce the refrigerant charge by reducing the refrigerant pipe length. Those benefits make SL system a good alternative of the conventional MACs.
1.2 Objective

The objective of this thesis is to build DX and SL air conditioning system models under both steady-state and transient conditions and simulate their performance. The steady-state model is developed in Engineering Equation Solver (EES), which is a general equation-solving program. The EES built-in thermodynamic database provides hundreds of substances as well as functions that can calculate their thermodynamic properties. The transient model is developed in Dymola, which is a transient modeling tool widely adopted by automobile and air conditioning industry. Its built-in solver can handle both partial differential equations and ordinary differential equations so that modeler can focus on dealing the underlying physics.

The steady-state and transient models of DX system are validated by the experimental data. For transient simulation, the US06 driving cycle is selected. And the performances of SL systems using R-134a, R-152a, and R-1234yf as the refrigerant are compared.
2 Literature Review

2.1 Steady-State Model of Mobile Air Conditioning System

There are two approaches to developing steady-state system model. One is the successive approach, and the other is the non-sequential approach. For successive approach, one variable is solved before the calculation moves the next variable. While for the non-sequential approach, all variables are solved together. Table 2-1 lists some steady-state system models and their model approaches.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Compressor</th>
<th>Heat Exchanger</th>
<th>Ref</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Davis et al. [4]</td>
<td>Successive</td>
<td>Efficiency-based</td>
<td>Separate zone</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agrawal et al. [5]</td>
<td>Non-sequential</td>
<td>Efficiency-based</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>CO₂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richardson et al. [6]</td>
<td>Non-sequential</td>
<td>Efficiency-based</td>
<td>Separate zone</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarkar et al. [7]</td>
<td>Successive</td>
<td>Efficiency-based</td>
<td>Finite volume</td>
<td>CO₂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jabardo et al. [8]</td>
<td>Successive</td>
<td>Efficiency-based</td>
<td>Separate zone</td>
<td>R-134a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee et al. [9]</td>
<td>Successive</td>
<td>Efficiency-based</td>
<td>Finite volume</td>
<td>R-134a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hosoz et al. [10]</td>
<td>Artificial neural network</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>R-134a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since all variables are solved together, the non-sequential approach is more favorable for a complex system. Like the air conditioning system with internal heat exchanger. However, non-sequential approach neglects the relationship between connected cycle points, which could cause some meaningless iterations that lead to longer calculation time.
When the successive approach is implemented, modelers are always intended to write detailed mathematic equations which describe the physical meaning of the model into the system model. While for non-sequential approach, each component is treated as a black box, thus has more flexibility than the previous approach.

Davis et al. [4] proposed a steady-state system model for the refrigerant system. Mass and energy balance equations are imposed for each component. The heat exchanger is divided based on the phase of refrigerant. The condensing pressure and evaporating pressure are iterated until the condenser subcooling, and the evaporator superheat match the design targets. This model has low computational cost and therefore is suitable for design purpose.

Jabardo et al. [8] built a steady-state model for a mobile air conditioning system with variable speed compressor in EES. Each main component was modeled individually. The compressor and TXV were modeled based on curve fitted from manufacture data. For heat exchanger, it was separated into several regions which were associated with the refrigerant phase and the capacity was calculated by the $\epsilon$-NTU method. The deviation of most simulation results were within 10%, and in most case, the simulation model tends to underpredict the performance of the system.

Lee et al. [9] developed an integrated model for MAC. The performance of the parallel flow condenser was predicted by empirical equations. And the evaporator model was built on the basis of overall heat transfer coefficient. Then all components were combined by mass and energy balance to create a system model. For charge comparison purpose, two system models were created. One was for adequate charge situation, and the other was for overcharge situation. For adequate charge condition, the condenser outlet was assumed to be the bubble point at the
condensing pressure. The deviation of this system model was less than 7%. And the results indicate that 10% overcharge is optimum for a wide range of operating condition.

In addition to the approaches mentioned above, some researchers also proposed innovative ideas to solve complex system model. Hosoz et al. [10] proposed an artificial neural network (ANN) model for MAC. ANN is a computational method which imitates human brain operating process to solve complex problems that have no algorithmic solution or are difficult to solve. To train an ANN model, experiment work is necessary. The inputs for the ANN model were compressor speed, evaporator capacity, and condenser temperature. The deviation of the system model was less than 10% when compared to the experiment.

2.2 Transient Model of Mobile Air Conditioning System

Hendricks [11] optimized MACs using transient performance analysis. The model was built in SINDA/FLUINT, which is a software developed by National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL). The model had a nominal compressor model, where the compressor isentropic efficiency and volumetric efficiency were calculated from compressor pressure ratio and RPM. Both heat exchangers were serpentine type heat exchanger, and the heat transfer coefficient and pressure drop were calculated from built-in correlation. In addition to that, thermal regeneration between suction line and the expansion device was also included in the model. To link the passenger comfort with the fuel consumption, a simple cabin model which can reflect the cabin temperature and humidity change versus time were used. Single variable and dual variable optimization were done for two supplement driving cycles: US06 and SC03. The optimization result for two driving cycles differs a lot. Therefore a more sophisticated optimization strategy is needed.
Kossel et al. [12] proposed a co-simulation system model for MACs. This model was divided into sub-models, and each of them can be modeled and solved in different software. Then the system model was constructed by using co-simulation. The author created the component model by using Dymola. Although for the simple and small model, the co-simulation cost more time to simulate. When the system becomes very complex, the co-simulation model is faster and more robust compared to the close model in Dymola.

Junior [13] proposed a thermoelectric air conditioning system for automobile application. The thermoelectric air conditioning system replaced the conventional refrigerant-air heat exchanger with Peltier liquid-gas heat exchanger, where the hot side was used to heat water, and the cold side was used to cool down the air. With the help of Model Library for Thermal Components and Systems (TIL), the author was able to create the system model by connecting existing component in Dymola. The Peltier heat exchanger model was developed as a combination of a certain number of the base element. The results show that the cooling capacity provided by the HVAC system is five times higher than that of a thermoelectric device with identical power input.

Ling [14] performed steady-state and transient simulation of a R-290 secondary loop system in Dymola. This SL system replaced the evaporator with an intermediate heat exchanger and added a coolant loop on the evaporator side. The model was consists of a condenser, an intermediate heat exchanger, a compressor, a cooler and a coolant pump. The COP obtained from steady-state simulation had a 7.5% deviation. While the transient simulation demonstrated deviations less than 2.4% and 1.8% for accumulated compressor power and accumulated cooling capacity.
2.3 Alternative Refrigerants

The GWP of R-134a is 1430, which is almost nine times of the upper boundary of the GWP in the European MAC Directive [2]. Therefore, finding an alternative refrigerant is of great importance. The alternative refrigerant is expected to have similar thermal performance and has lower global warming potential. Table 2-2 lists some alternatives of R-134a. Ozone Depletion Potential is not listed here since it is 0 for all those refrigerant. The global warming potential for all those alternative refrigerants is less than 150, which is the upper boundary of the European Mac Derivative. Therefore no prohibition or additional tax will be applied to these refrigerants.

**Table 2-2: Properties of Alternative Refrigerants [15]**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Properties</th>
<th>R-134a</th>
<th>R-152a</th>
<th>R-1234yf</th>
<th>R-290</th>
<th>R-600a</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>HFC</td>
<td>HFC</td>
<td>HFO</td>
<td>HC</td>
<td>HC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molar Mass [kg/kmol]</td>
<td>102.03</td>
<td>66.05</td>
<td>114.04</td>
<td>44.10</td>
<td>58.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical Temperature [°C]</td>
<td>101.1</td>
<td>113.3</td>
<td>94.7</td>
<td>96.8</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical Pressure [kPa]</td>
<td>4,061</td>
<td>4,522</td>
<td>3,382</td>
<td>4,247</td>
<td>3,647</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal Boiling Point [°C]</td>
<td>-26.11</td>
<td>-24.00</td>
<td>-29.48</td>
<td>-42.11</td>
<td>-11.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vapor Density (25°C) [kg/m³]</td>
<td>32.35</td>
<td>18.47</td>
<td>37.93</td>
<td>20.62</td>
<td>9.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liquid Density (25°C) [kg/m³]</td>
<td>1206.70</td>
<td>899.47</td>
<td>1091.90</td>
<td>492.36</td>
<td>550.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vapor Spec. Heat (25°C) [kJ/kg-K]</td>
<td>1.032</td>
<td>1.254</td>
<td>1.053</td>
<td>2.015</td>
<td>1.796</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liquid Spec. Heat (25°C) [kJ/kg-K]</td>
<td>1.425</td>
<td>1.800</td>
<td>1.392</td>
<td>2.719</td>
<td>2.430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat of Vaporization [kJ/kg]</td>
<td>177.79</td>
<td>279.36</td>
<td>145.37</td>
<td>335.74</td>
<td>328.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global Warming Potential (GWP)</td>
<td>1,430</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower Flammability Limit [vol.%]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum Ignition Energy [mJ]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>&gt;1000</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety Group</td>
<td>A1</td>
<td>A2</td>
<td>A2L</td>
<td>A3</td>
<td>A3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pricing (2017) [$ Per lb.]</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since R-290 and R-600a are highly flammable, this research selected R-152a and R-1234yf as alternative refrigerants.
R-152a has good thermal properties and has been widely investigated as an alternative for R-134a. Considering the fact that both R-152a and R-134 are HFC and share similar material and lubricant compatibility, Cabello et al. [16] evaluated the performance of R-152a as a drop-in replacement for R-134a in cascade refrigeration system. The cascade refrigeration system used in this research were designed for R-134a and used CO₂ on the low-temperature side. When the refrigerant was switched to R-152a, only electric expansion valve was adjusted while other components remain unchanged. Tests were performed under a wide range of operating temperature. The results show that the performance of R-134a is slightly better than that of R-152a in terms of cooling capacity. In addition to cascade refrigeration system, Cabello et al. [17] also conducted the drop-in test in a single-stage vapor compression plant equipped with a hermetic compressor. Since the liquid density of R-152a is about 25% smaller than that of R-134a, up to 41.5% reduction in refrigerant mass flow rate was observed. As a result, the reduction of cooling capacity was observed, which ranges from 1.13% to 9.75%. However, the COP of R-152a was 11.70% higher than that of R-134a.

However, R-152a is much more flammable than R-134a as it listed in Table 2-2. Therefore, it is not an appropriate candidate for drop-in replacement. One solution for this is using secondary loop system. The details about the secondary loop system is introduced in the next section. Li et al. [18] conducted experiments and simulation on the secondary loop system running R-152a. 60% charge reduction compared to R-134a was observed due to low liquid density and short pipe length. Under 35°C ambient temperature, the compressor power for R-152a system decreases by 10%, which leads to a higher COP. Under highway condition, the COP of R-152a is 5-10% higher than that of R-134a. Li also evaluated the exergy performance of both Direct Expansion (DX) and Secondary Loop (SL) system. The compressor takes the largest
portion of the exergy destruction in both systems. And for R-152a SL system, the total exergy destruction rate is 9.6% lower than that of R-134a DX system.

As a refrigerant has low GWP and has similar thermalphysical properties as R-134a, R-1234yf is considered as a potential alternative of R-134a and received lots of attention from researchers. Lee et al. [9] conducted a drop-in test for automobile heat pump system by using R-1234yf under summer and winter conditions. Water was selected as the secondary fluid for both condenser and evaporator. The results show that the discharge temperature decreases by 6.5°C and the refrigerant charge is also reduced by 10%. In addition, 4% and 2.7% of reduction were observed for capacity and coefficient of performance (COP), respectively.

Daviran et al. [19] simulated a MAC system using R-1234yf as a drop-in replacement of R-134a. The compressor was wobble plate type compressor. The condenser was mini-channel parallel-flow type heat exchanger and the evaporator was a flat-plate type heat exchanger with louver fin. LMTD method was used to analyze the performance of the heat exchanger. All refrigerant properties were obtained from REFPROP. The results showed that the heat transfer coefficient of R-1234yf was about 20% lower than that of R-134a. When the refrigerant mass flow rate was the same for R-134a and R-1234yf, the COP of the R-1234yf system was 18% higher than that of R-134a system. While when the cooling capacity was the same, the mass flow rate of the R-1234yf system was 27% higher than that of R-134a system, and the COP of the R-1234yf system was 1.3%-5% lower. In addition, the lower operating pressure was observed for R-1234yf, which indicates the potential of the thinner tube.

Navarro-Esbrí et al. [20] also conducted experiments using R-1234yf as a drop-in replacement of R-134a. Shell-and-tube heat exchangers were used as condenser and evaporator. And the secondary fluid was water and water/propylene glycol mixture for condenser and
evaporator, respectively. The cooling capacity decreased by 9%. And the volumetric efficiency of the compressor was 5% lower than that of the compressor using R-134a. The internal heat exchanger was suggested by the author to compensate the reduction of COP.

Due to smaller liquid density, the refrigerant charge for the R-1234yf system is usually smaller than that of R-134a system. Zhao et al. [21] and Wang [22] observed 5% - 10% charge reduction.

Some researchers compared several alternative refrigerants at the same time. Sánchez et al. [23] did a comparison of R-134a, R-290, R-152a, R-600a, R-1234yf, and R-1234ze in the same test facility. A hermetic-type compressor was used. Both condenser and evaporator were brazed plate heat exchanger. The secondary fluid for condenser and evaporator are water and water/propylene glycol mixture, respectively. And an electronic expansion valve was used to control the evaporator outlet superheat. Experiments were conducted under two evaporating temperatures (0 °C, -10°C) and three condensing temperature (25 °C, 35 °C, 45°C). Although 5.7% reduction of cooling capacity was observed for R-152a system, the compressor power consumption was reduced by 8.8%. Therefore, the COP actually increases by 1% - 4.8%. For the R-1324yf system, the cooling capacity was reduced by 4.5%-8.6% compared to that of R-134a system, while the compressor power consumption increased by up to 6.7%. Therefore, the COP was reduced by around 10%. For the R-290 system, up to 67% cooling capacity increment could be reached at the cost of up to 44.8% of compressor power consumption. For other refrigerants, large capacity and COP reduction were observed.

Sotomayor et al. [24] developed a semi-empirical model for MAC open piston compressor. Both pressure drop and heat transfer happened in suction and discharge were considered in the model. The characteristic parameters of the compressor model were calculated
from the R-134a test data. And then it was used to simulate R-1234yf and R-290. The results showed good agreement with the experiment, proving the model was suitable to simulate compressor with new refrigerant while the experiment data was not available.

2.4 Secondary Loop System for Mobile Air Conditioning System

SL system designed for MACs typically has only one secondary loop on evaporator side and uses R-152a [18,25–28] as refrigerant and water-glycol mixture [18,25–27,29] as secondary fluid.

Ghodbane [25,26] conducted research on the SL system using R-152a as refrigerant and ethylene glycol as secondary fluid. The chiller was a brazed aluminum plate heat exchanger. It was observed that the condenser capacity of SL system was increased by 6%, while the COP decreased by 5-19% compared to DX system. The cost of SL system was obviously higher than that of R-134a system due to additional cost for pump and pipe. But the development time of the R-152a SL system was shorter than the R-744 system.

Malvicino et al. [29] did an experimental work on an SL system using R-134a. Both condenser and evaporator were water-cooled heat exchangers. While the secondary fluid used on the evaporator side was a water-glycol mixture. The results showed that the cooling performance of the SL system during the cool down test was just slightly worse than the baseline DX system.

Eisele [27] did a thesis work on the SL system. The refrigerant used in the test was R-152a, and the secondary fluid was ethylene glycol-water mixture. Later R-290 was also evaluated by simulation. Both steady-state and transient performance were evaluated. The results showed that by using R-152a, the refrigerant charge could be reduced by 19% for DX system and 28% for SL system. And the COP of R-152a SL system was 5-10% higher than that of R-134a DX system.
3 Mobile Air Conditioning System

3.1 Direct Expansion System

The direct expansion (DX) system is the most conventional air conditioning system used in an automobile. Here, direct means that the air is directly cooled by the evaporator, while expansion refers to the isentropic expansion process the refrigerant experiences before it enters the evaporator. A DX system usually consists of four major components: compressor, condenser, expansion device and evaporator. The compressor used in this research is an electric compressor with 33 cc displacement volume. Both condenser and evaporator are microchannel heat exchanger. The condenser has one bank and four passes, while the evaporator has two banks and each bank has four passes.

![Figure 3-1: Schematic Diagram of DX System with Desuperheater](image)

For automobile application, maintaining the power element temperature in a certain optimum operating range is also important. Therefore, in addition to the refrigerant circuit,
another coolant circuit is needed. Ethylene glycol-water mixture in 50/50 wt.% was selected as the coolant in this research due to its low freezing temperature and good thermal properties. The coolant first flow through the radiator, which is a microchannel air-refrigerant heat exchanger, to reduce its temperature. Then the relatively cold coolant is pumped to the desuperheater, which is a plate heat exchanger installed between compressor and condenser. The coolant inside desuperheater is heated by the superheated refrigerant then is lead to the power element where the coolant absorbs the dissipated heat from it.

Table 3-1: Components of DX System

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Condenser</td>
<td>Microchannel HX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaporator</td>
<td>Microchannel HX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desuperheater</td>
<td>Plate Heat Exchanger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiator</td>
<td>Microchannel HX</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Secondary Loop System

Unlike the direct expansion system, the secondary loop system replaces the evaporator with an intermediate heat exchanger and adds one more coolant circuit on the low-pressure side. The coolant passing through the intermediate heat exchanger dissipates heat to the refrigerant and then is pumped to cabin cooler, which is an air-refrigerant heat exchanger.

The secondary loop system designed in this study replaces both condenser and evaporator with a coolant-refrigerant heat exchanger. This design not only reduces the refrigerant charge in the vehicle but also reduces the repair cost and potential of refrigerant leakage in a small accident.
Both condenser and evaporator are a compact heat exchanger with offset strip fin on the refrigerant-side and dimple fin on the coolant-side. And since the condenser now uses coolant to cool down the refrigerant, the desuperheater is also removed.

**Figure 3-2: Schematic Diagram of SL System**

**Table 3-2: Components of SL System**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Condenser</td>
<td>Compact HX(offset strip fin/dimple fin)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaporator</td>
<td>Compact HX(offset strip fin/dimple fin)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cabin Cooler</td>
<td>Microchannel HX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiator</td>
<td>Microchannel HX</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4 Steady-State Simulation

4.1 Modeling Approach

Steady-state models were developed for DX system and SL system in Engineering Equation Solver (EES), which is a general equation-solving program using declarative modeling language. Unlike imperative language, it does not require the developer to specifically define the calculation flow. Instead, the behavioral relationships between each parameter need to be defined for the solver to find solution algorithm. At the same time, variable constraints are necessary in some cases to eliminate unphysical solutions.

Since “if-statement” is necessary for heat exchanger calculation which unfortunately is not supported in the EES main program, each component was built in the internal procedure in the very beginning of the program. Then those procedures are called in the main program to assemble a complete system model.

4.1.1 Components

4.1.1.1 Compressor

The compressor model is a semi-empirical model. The compressor mass flow rate is calculated by the suction density, the compressor displacement volume, the revolution per minute (RPM) and volumetric efficiency. The equation is as follows:

$$\dot{m} = \frac{V_{disp} \times RPM \times \rho_s \times \eta_v}{60}$$

(4-1)

The volumetric efficiency and isentropic efficiency are calculated by the normalized polynomial equations fitted from the experimental data provided by the manufacturer. These polynomials are a function of normalized RPM and pressure ratio (PR) as follows:
\[ \eta_{vol} = 0.9556 + 0.01914 \times RPM_n \times 0.04078 \times PR_n \times 0.02483 \]
\[ \times RPM_n^2 + 0.01205 \times RPM_n \times PR_n \times 0.009553 \times PR_n^2 \] (4-2)

\[ \eta_{isen} = 0.7045-0.02539 \times RPM_n \times 0.01043 \times PR_n \times 0.00987 \]
\[ \times RPM_n^2 + 0.02331 \times RPM_n \times PR_n \times 0.02449 \times PR_n^2 \] (4-3)

where \( n \) refers to normalized value, which is calculated as follows:

\[ RPM_n = \frac{RPM - RPM_m}{RPM_{std}} \] (4-4)

\[ PR_n = \frac{PR - PR_m}{PR_{std}} \] (4-5)

Then the compressor work can be calculated by the following equation:

\[ W = \frac{\dot{m} \times (h_{dis} - h_{suc})}{\eta_{mech}} \] (4-6)

where \( h \) stands for the enthalpy of the refrigerant and \( \eta_{mech} \) is the mechanical efficiency of the compressor which is calculated by the following equation:

\[ \eta_{mech} = 0.7048 + 0.004631 \times PR + 6.255e^{-5} \times RPM - 0.003303 \]
\[ \times PR^2 + 3.216e^{-6} \times PR \times RPM - 6.369e^{-9} \times RPM^2 \] (4-7)

### 4.1.1.2 Condenser

The condenser is a microchannel heat exchanger. The heat exchanger model was first built in CoilDesigner, a heat exchanger simulation software developed by the Center for Environment Energy Engineering, University of Maryland. The deviation of the condenser capacity calculated by the CoilDesigner model is less than 2%. Then a parametric study was performed to create the heat exchanger performance map. Condenser inlet pressure, condenser inlet superheat and refrigerant mass flow rate are three changing variables. Each variable has ten runs and 1,000 runs in total, as shown in Table 4-1. The results of the parametric study were exported into a CSV file which can be read by EES. Once the data is loaded by EES, the
program will transform the output into a three dimension array. Then the performance of condenser can be calculated by doing linear interpolation between nearby points.

**Table 4-1: Condenser Parametric Study Variables**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Lower Boundary</th>
<th>Upper Boundary</th>
<th>Runs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$T_{\text{cond,in,sup}}$ [°C]</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{\text{cond,in}}$ [kPa]</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>2400</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\dot{m}_r$ [kg/s]</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Take condenser capacity calculation as an example. The capacity map is loaded as a three dimension array, like $Q[x_1, x_2, x_3]$. Where $x_1$, $x_2$, and $x_3$ is the index of condenser inlet superheat, refrigerant mass flow rate and condenser inlet pressure, respectively. They are calculated in the beginning of the procedure and are integers ranging from 1 to 10. Once the heat exchanger model is called by the main program, the heat exchanger model will first calculate the $x_1$, $x_2$, and $x_3$ by the following equation:

$$x_i = \text{trunc} \left( \frac{y_{in} - y_{lb}}{y_{int}} \right)$$

where $lb$ stands for lower boundary and $int$ stands for interval. The $y$ here refers to the variables represented by the index. For example, $y$ is condenser inlet superheat for $x_1$. And the $\text{trunc}()$ function will round the number inside the brackets toward zero therefore the output must be an integer.

Once the index is calculated, the program can start doing interpolation by using the following set of equations:

$$Q_1 = \hat{Q}[x_1, x_2, x_3] + \frac{\dot{m}_{\text{inc}}}{\dot{m}_{\text{int}}} (\hat{Q}[x_1 + 1, x_2, x_3] - \hat{Q}[x_1, x_2, x_3])$$

\[(4-9)\]
\[
\dot{Q}_2 = \dot{Q}[x_1, x_2, x_3 + 1] + \frac{\dot{m}_{inc}}{\dot{m}_{int}} (\dot{Q}[x_1 + 1, x_2, x_3 + 1] - \dot{Q}[x_1, x_2, x_3 + 1]) \tag{4-10}
\]
\[
\dot{Q}_3 = \dot{Q}_1 + \frac{p_{inc}}{p_{int}} (\dot{Q}_2 - \dot{Q}_1) \tag{4-11}
\]
\[
\dot{Q}_4 = \dot{Q}[x_1, x_2 + 1, x_3] + \frac{\dot{m}_{inc}}{\dot{m}_{int}} (\dot{Q}[x_1 + 1, x_2 + 1, x_3] - \dot{Q}[x_1, x_2 + 1, x_3]) \tag{4-12}
\]
\[
\dot{Q}_5 = \dot{Q}[x_1, x_2 + 1, x_3 + 1] + \frac{\dot{m}_{inc}}{\dot{m}_{int}} (\dot{Q}[x_1 + 1, x_2 + 1, x_3 + 1] - \dot{Q}[x_1, x_2 + 1, x_3 + 1]) \tag{4-13}
\]
\[
\dot{Q}_6 = \dot{Q}_4 + \frac{p_{inc}}{p_{int}} (\dot{Q}_5 - \dot{Q}_4) \tag{4-14}
\]
\[
\dot{Q} = \dot{Q}_3 + \frac{T_{inc}}{T_{int}} (\dot{Q}_6 - \dot{Q}_3) \tag{4-15}
\]

Since now the condenser refrigerant-side capacity and pressure drop are known, the condenser outlet enthalpy can be calculated by simple calculation. The drawback of this model is that each time when the air-side inlet condition changes the parametric table must be created again.

4.1.1.3 Evaporator

Table 4-2: Evaporator Parametric Study Variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Lower Boundary</th>
<th>Upper Boundary</th>
<th>Runs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(x_{evap, in} ) [%]</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(P_{evap, in} ) [kPa]</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\dot{m}_r ) [kg/s]</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The evaporator is also a microchannel heat exchanger. Same as condenser model, the evaporator model is first built in CoilDesigner. The deviation of the evaporator capacity calculated by the CoilDesigner model is less than 8%. As shown in Table 4-2, the changing
variables used in the parametric study for evaporator are evaporator inlet quality, refrigerant mass flow rate and evaporator inlet pressure. Unlike condenser model, the evaporator model sometimes requires back calculation in the system model. An interpolation model like condenser model is not efficient enough in that case. Therefore, part of the interpolation is replaced with polynomial fitted from the parametric study data. Since it is difficult to create a polynomial with three variables, ten polynomials with evaporator inlet quality and pressure as variables were created. Each polynomial can predict the system performance under certain mass flow rate. Then the current performance can be calculated by using the following interpolation:

\[
\hat{Q} = \hat{Q}[x] + \frac{\hat{m}_{inc}}{\hat{m}_{int}} (\hat{Q}[2] - \hat{Q}[1])
\]  

(4-16)

Other parameters like pressure drop can also be interpolated by this equation. The only thing needs to be done is replacing \(\hat{Q}\) with the name of the new parameter, i.e. \(dp\).

For air side calculation, it is separated from the refrigerant side calculation and is written in an individual procedure which also uses interpolation like condenser model.

4.1.1.4 Internal Heat Exchanger

In the DX system, an internal heat exchanger is installed to enhance condenser outlet subcooling and evaporator outlet superheat. The model was developed by using finite volume method. The internal heat exchanger is evenly divided into three segments. Inside each segment, the capacity is calculated by the \(\varepsilon\)-NTU method. Since inside the internal heat exchanger, the high-pressure side only has subcooled liquid, and the low-pressure side only has superheated vapor, only single phase transfer is involved in the internal heat exchanger, which makes the model simpler.
For the internal heat exchanger in this study, the outer tube is smooth tube and the inner tube is a fluted tube. Figure 4-1 shows the definition of the internal heat exchanger geometry. The actual surface area and volume of the inner tube are very difficult to calculate due to lack of information. Therefore, the geometry of the inner tube is simplified to be a combination of several periodic segments, which consists of two conical frustums. After simplification, the surface area of one fluted tube segment can be calculated by the following equation:

\[
A = 2\pi(D_i - e)\sqrt{e^2 + \left(\frac{p}{2}\right)^2}
\]  
\tag{4-17}

And the volume of each periodic segment can be calculated by:

\[
V_{in} = \frac{\pi p}{3} \left(\frac{D_i}{2}\right)^2 + \left(\frac{D_i}{2} - e\right)^2 + \frac{D_i}{2} \left(\frac{D_i}{2} - e\right)
\]  
\tag{4-18}

Then the volumetric diameter of the inner tube can be obtained by the following equation:

\[
D_{vi} = \sqrt[4]{\frac{4V_{in}}{\pi L}}
\]  
\tag{4-19}

To obtain the hydraulic diameter of the outer tube, the outer volumetric diameter is also needed, which is defined as:
\[ D_{vo} = D_{vi} + 2\delta \]  

(4-20)

Then, the hydraulic diameter of the circular tube can be calculated by the following equation:

\[ D_h = D_{o,i} + D_{vo} \]  

(4-21)

The outer volumetric diameter is also used to calculate the helix angle, which is defined as:

\[ \theta = \arctan\left(\frac{\pi D_{vo}}{Np}\right) \]  

(4-22)

where \( N \) is the number of flute starts at any cross-section.

To describe the thermal performance of the internal heat exchanger, some dimensionless numbers are required. They are defined as follows:

\[ e^* = \frac{e}{D_{vi}} \]  

(4-23)

\[ p^* = \frac{p}{D_{vi}} \]  

(4-24)

\[ \theta^* = \frac{\theta}{D_{vi}} \]  

(4-25)

Then the single phase heat transfer coefficient can be calculated by the correlation proposed by Arnold et al. [31].

\[ Re \leq 5,000 \]

\[ Nu = 0.014Re^{0.842}(e^*)^{-0.067}(p^*)^{-0.293}(\theta^*)^{-0.705}Pr^{0.4} \]  

(4-26)

\[ Re > 5,000 \]

\[ Nu = 0.064Re^{0.773}(e^*)^{-0.242}(p^*)^{-0.108}(\theta^*)^{0.599}Pr^{0.4} \]  

(4-27)

Then the UA can be calculated as follows:
\[
\frac{1}{UA} = \frac{1}{h_i A_i} + \log \left( \frac{D_o + 2\delta}{D_i} \right) \frac{1}{2\pi kl} + \frac{1}{h_o A_o}
\] (4-28)

The number of the transfer unit (NTU) is defined as:

\[
NTU = \frac{UA}{C_{min}}
\] (4-29)

where \( C_{min} \) is minimum heat capacity rate, which is the product of specific heat capacity and mass flow rate.

Therefore the \( \varepsilon \) is calculated by the following counter flow equation:

\[
\varepsilon = \frac{1 - \exp\left[-NTU \left(1 - C_r\right)\right]}{1 - C_r \exp\left[-NTU \left(1 - C_r\right)\right]}
\] (4-30)

where \( C_r \) is the ratio of maximum heat capacity rate over minimum heat capacity rate.

Thus the capacity can be calculated by multiply \( \varepsilon \) with the maximum capacity that is available. To simplify the calculation, the pressure drop of the refrigerant is modeled as a function of mass flow rate.

\[
dp = dp_0 \left(\frac{\dot{m}}{m_0}\right)^2
\] (4-31)

where \( dp_0 \) and \( m_0 \) come from experiment data.

As shown in Figure 4-2. The calculation of internal heat exchanger model starts from guessing the outlet temperature and pressure of the outer tube. So the capacity of the inner and outer tube, as well as the outlet condition of the inner tube and inlet condition of the outer tube, can be calculated. The inner tube outlet condition of the previous segment becomes the inner tube inlet condition of the next segment, and the inlet condition of the outer tube becomes the outer tube outlet condition of the next segment. The calculation will continue until the segment index reaches its maximum value. Then the model will check the residual of the inlet
temperature and pressure of the outer tube. If the residual is larger than the threshold, iteration will be performed.

Figure 4-2: Calculation Flowchart of Internal Heat Exchanger Model
4.1.1.5 Compact Heat Exchanger

The compact heat exchanger is used in the SL system as condenser and evaporator. Based on the flat plate heat exchanger, offset strip fin (Figure 4-3) is added on the refrigerant-side and dimple fin is added on the coolant side.

Figure 4-3: Offset Strip Fin Geometry

For the refrigerant side, the primary heat exchanger area can be calculated by the following equation:

\[
A_p = 2W_t L_t - 2\delta_f L_t n_f + 2b L_t
\]  
(4-32)

where \(W_t\) is the tube width, \(L_t\) is the tube length and \(n_f\) is the number of fins. The first term is the tube internal surface area, the second term is the fin base area and the third term is the passage wall area.

Then the fin area can be calculated as follows:

\[
A_s = 2(b - \delta_f)L_t n_f + 2(b - \delta_f)\delta_f n_{off} n_f
\]  
\[
+ (p_f - \delta_f)\delta_f (n_{off} - 1)n_f + 2p_f \delta_f n_f
\]  
(4-33)
where \( n_{off} \) is the number of offset fin. The first term is the fin surface area, the second term is the offset strip fin edge area, the third term is the internal offset strip fin edge area and the last term is the sum of the first and the last offset strip fin edge area.

And the cross-sectional area is obtained by:

\[
A_c = (b - \delta_f)(p_f - \delta_f)n_f
\]  

(4-34)

The hydraulic diameter of the refrigerant channel can be calculated by the following equation:

\[
D_h = \frac{4A_cL_c}{A_p + A_s}
\]  

(4-35)

Unlike internal heat exchanger, both single-phase and two-phase refrigerant exist in the compact heat exchanger. Therefore, two types of segment calculation, one for single phase and one for two-phase, are needed. The inputs and outputs for both segments are the same, and the difference only lies on the calculation of heat transfer coefficient, pressure drop and \( \varepsilon \).

For single-phase segment, the heat transfer coefficient is calculated by using Chilton and Colburn j-factor. The correlation used in this model was proposed by Manglik et al. [32], which is as follows:

\[
j = 0.6522Re^{-0.5403} \alpha^{-0.1541} \beta^{0.1499} \gamma^{-0.0678} \\
\times [1 + 5.269 \times 10^{-5} Re^{1.34} \alpha^{0.504} \beta^{0.456} \gamma^{-1.055}]^{0.1}
\]  

(4-36)

where \( \alpha \), \( \beta \) and \( \gamma \) are dimensionless number and are defined as follows:

\[
\alpha = \frac{p_f - \delta_f}{b - \delta_f}
\]  

(4-37)

\[
\beta = \frac{\delta_f}{l_f}
\]  

(4-38)
\[
\gamma = \frac{\delta_f}{p_f - \delta_f} \quad (4-39)
\]

where \(p_f\) is fin pitch and \(l_f\) is fin length.

Then the heat transfer coefficient can be calculated by the definition of \(j\)-factor.

\[
h = \frac{jRePr^{1/3}k}{D_h} \quad (4-40)
\]

Then the heat transfer coefficient will be used to calculate the fin efficiency by using the following equation:

\[
L_f = \frac{b}{2} - \delta_f \quad (4-41)
\]

\[
m = \sqrt{\frac{2h}{k_f \delta_f (1 + \delta_f / l_f)}} \quad (4-42)
\]

\[
\eta_f = \frac{\tanh(mL_f)}{mL_f} \quad (4-43)
\]

The overall heat transfer area is the sum of the primary heat transfer area and effective fin area:

\[
A = A_p + \eta_f A_s \quad (4-44)
\]

The fanning friction factor proposed by Manglik et al. [32] is used to calculate the pressure drop of the refrigerant:

\[
f = 9.6243 Re^{-0.7422} \alpha^{-0.1856} \beta^{0.3053} \gamma^{-0.2659} \times [1 + 7.669 \times 10^{-8} Re^{4.429} \alpha^{0.920} \beta^{3.767} \gamma^{0.236}]^{0.1} \quad (4-45)
\]

Then the pressure drop of refrigerant can be calculated by the following equation:

\[
\Delta P_{sp} = f \frac{L}{R} \rho u^2 \quad (4-46)
\]

For the two-phase segment, when the refrigerant is boiling, the heat transfer coefficient is consists of two parts, one is nucleate boiling heat transfer coefficient, and one is convective
boiling heat transfer coefficient. The nucleate boiling heat transfer coefficient is calculated by the correlation proposed by Nishikawa et al. [33]:

$$h_{nb} = Sh_{pb} \tag{4-47}$$

$$h_{pb} = 31.4\left[\frac{p_c^{0.2}F_p}{M^{0.17}T_c^{0.9}}\right]q'^{0.8} \tag{4-48}$$

$$F_p = \frac{(p/p_c)^{0.23}}{[1.0 - 0.99(p/p_c)]^{0.9}} \tag{4-49}$$

where the suppression factor $S$ is proposed by Bennett et al. [34]:

$$S = \frac{24.4}{N_B}[1 - \exp(-0.041N_B)] \tag{4-50}$$

$$N_B = \frac{h_f}{k_f}\left[\frac{\sigma}{g(\rho_f - \rho_g)}\right]^{0.5} \tag{4-51}$$

where $p_c$ is critical pressure, $T_c$ is critical temperature, $M$ is the molecular weight, $q''$ is heat flux and $\sigma$ is surface tension.

For the convective boiling heat transfer coefficient, it is the product of Reynold number factor $F$ and liquid heat transfer coefficient. The $F$ is calculated by the correlation developed by Kim et al. [35]:

$$h_{cb} = Fh_f \tag{4-52}$$

$$F = [1 + \frac{2.52}{X^{0.5}} + \frac{15.1}{X^2}] \tag{4-53}$$

Therefore, the heat transfer coefficient can be calculated by adding convective boiling heat transfer coefficient and nucleate boiling heat transfer coefficient.

Since there is no correlation available for condensation heat transfer coefficient using offset strip fin, I first calculated the boiling heat transfer coefficient and condensation heat transfer coefficient for one plate heat exchanger. Then divided the boiling heat transfer by the
condensation heat transfer, thus get a ratio. And then I curve fitted the ratio as a function of saturating pressure and refrigerant quality. Then the condensation heat transfer coefficient for offset strip fin was obtained by dividing boiling heat transfer by the ratio.

As mentioned above, the ratio is calculated by dividing boiling heat transfer coefficient for plate heat exchanger by condensation heat transfer coefficient for plate heat exchanger. The boiling heat transfer coefficient for plate heat exchanger is calculated by the correlation developed by Amalfi et al. [36], which is as follows:

\[
Bd < 4 \\
h = 982 \left(\frac{k_l}{D_h}\right)^{1.101} \left(\frac{\beta_p}{\beta_{p,max}}\right)^{0.315} \left(\frac{G^2 D_h}{\rho m \sigma}\right)^{0.224} Bo^{0.320}
\]

\[
Bd \geq 4 \\
h = 18.495 \left(\frac{k_l}{D_h}\right)^{0.248} \left(\frac{\beta_p}{\beta_{p,max}}\right)^{0.135} \left(\frac{x GD_h}{\mu_g \sigma}\right)^{0.351} \left(\frac{GD_h}{\mu_l}\right)^{0.223} Bo^{0.320}
\]

where

\[
Bd = \frac{(\rho_l - \rho_g) g D_h^2}{\sigma}
\]

\[
Bo = \frac{q''}{F_{Y_p}}
\]

The condensation heat transfer coefficient for plate heat exchanger is calculated by the correlation proposed by Yan et al. [37] as follows:

\[
h = 4.118 \left(\frac{k_l}{D_h}\right) Re_{eq}^{0.4} Pr_l^{1/3}
\]

where,

\[
Re_{eq} = \frac{D_h}{\mu_l} G[(1 - x) + x(\frac{\rho_l}{\rho_g})^{0.5}]
\]
The ratio was normalized and fitted as a polynomial as shown in Figure 4-4.

![Figure 4-4: Ratio of $h_{boling}$ over $h_{cond}$](image)

The pressure drop of the two-phase segment is calculated by multiply the liquid pressure drop with two-phase multiplied proposed by Kim et al. [35], which is defined as:

$$
\phi_r^2 = 1 + \frac{23.4}{X} + \frac{4.17}{X^{2.66}}
$$

(4-60)

where $X$ is Martinelli number [38] and is defined as:

$$
X = \left(\frac{1 - x}{x}\right) \left[\frac{f_l v_l}{f_o v_p}\right]^{1/2}
$$

(4-61)

Therefore the refrigerant two-phase pressure drop is obtained by:

$$
\Delta p_{tp} = \phi_r^2 \Delta p_l
$$

(4-62)

For the coolant side, dimple fin (Figure 4-5) is added on the flat plate. The dimple is modeled as a circular truncated cone.
Figure 4-5: Dimple Fin Geometry

The cross section area of the coolant channel is calculated by the following equation:

$$A_c = \frac{(W \times H + W \times H - (D + D_1) \frac{H}{2} \text{floor}(\frac{W}{S}))}{2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4-63)

where “floor” function returns the integer part of the argument and discards the part. The number of the dimple can be calculated by using the following equation:

$$nod = \text{floor}(\frac{W}{P}) \times \text{floor}(\frac{L}{S}) - \text{floor}(\frac{L}{S}) / 2$$  \hspace{1cm} (4-64)

The volume of each set of dimple is defined as

$$V_{dimp} = 2 \pi H \frac{(D^2 + D_1^2 + DD_1)}{4}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4-65)

Therefore, the channel volume can be calculated from the following equation

$$V = W \times L \times H - V_{dimp} nod$$  \hspace{1cm} (4-66)

And the equation for hydraulic diameter is as follows

$$D_h = \frac{4V}{A_s}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4-67)
The calculation of the heat transfer coefficient of the coolant depends on its Reynold number. The coolant selected in this research is ethylene-glycol water mixture with 50/50 wt.% concentration. Due to the high viscosity of the ethylene glycol, in most case, the coolant flow inside the channel is laminar flow. Therefore, the fixed Nusselt number 7.541 for fully developed laminar flow in the parallel plate was selected. In the case of larger Reynold number occurs, the correlation proposed by Metzger et al. [39] is also used:

\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{Re} < 1,100 \\
&Nu = 7.541 \quad (4-68) \\
&1,100 < \text{Re} < 110,000 \\
&Nu = 0.21Re^{0.69} \quad (4-69)
\end{align*}
\]

Then for single-phase segment, the \( \varepsilon \) can be calculated by the equation (4-30). And for the two-phase segment, the \( \varepsilon \) is calculated by the equation below

\[
\varepsilon = 1 - \exp(-NTU) \quad (4-70)
\]

Since pressure is not an input for most property functions of ethylene glycol mixture and the pressure drop calculation has high computational cost, the coolant pressure is fixed at atmospheric pressure and the pressure drop on the coolant side was ignored.

Similar to the internal heat exchanger model, the calculation starts from guessing the outlet condition of one side as shown in Figure 4-6. The coolant side outlet is selected as the guessing point because of its simplicity. Since the pressure drop of coolant side is ignored, only outlet temperature needs to be guessed. Then the model will determine whether to solve single-phase segment or two-phase segment based on the refrigerant inlet condition. Once the segment is solved, the outlet quality will be compared with the inlet quality as well as 0 and 1. If the inlet quality is larger than 1 and the outlet quality is less than 1 or vice versa, then phase change
occurs inside the segment. In this case, the previous calculation is no longer accurate. To increase the accuracy of the model, segments are inserted into that specific segment.

Figure 4-6: Calculation Flowchart for Compact Heat Exchanger
This process continues until the outlet quality of one of the inserted segment is close to the phase change point, where the quality is 1 for single-phase to two-phase and 0 for two-phase to single-phase. Once the phase change point is located, this segment will be divided into two parts associated with their states of refrigerant. Their capacities will be calculated separately. And the capacity of the whole segment can be obtained by summing them together. Then the model continues to solve the next segment until the segment number index reaches the maximum value. Then the coolant inlet temperature calculated by the model, which is the inlet temperature for the last segment, is compared to the actual coolant inlet temperature. Iteration is performed if the residual larger than the threshold which is 1%.

4.1.1.6 Desuperheater

The desuperheater is very similar to the compact heat exchanger. They both use offset strip fin on the refrigerant side. But unlike the compact heat exchanger, the coolant side for the desuperheater only has a small number of dimple, therefore, is considered as a flat plate. Besides, differ from the counter flow arrangement used in the compact heat exchanger, the flow arrangement of the desuperheater is cross flow.

The refrigerant-side calculation is the same as the compact heat exchanger model, therefore, is skipped in this section for brevity.

The coolant side calculation is much simpler. Since it is modeled as a flat plate, the cross section area of the coolant channel is the product of the channel width and channel height. And the hydraulic diameter is calculated by its definition.

Since it is cross flow, the $\varepsilon$ is calculated by the following equation

$$
\varepsilon = \left(\frac{1}{C_r}\right) (1 - \exp\{-C_r[1 - \exp(-NTU)]\})
$$

(4-71)
The model calculation flow is similar to the internal heat exchanger and therefore is skipped in this section.

4.1.2 Systems

4.1.2.1 Steady-State Model for DX System

Figure 4-7: Calculation Flowchart for DX System Model
As shown in Figure 4-7, the calculation starts from compressor suction point. The model first guesses the suction temperature, pressure as well as discharge pressure. And since the compressor RPM is already known, the refrigerant mass flow and compressor discharge temperature can be calculated by the compressor model. Once that is done, two calculations start simultaneously. One is high-pressure side and the other is low-pressure side. For the high-pressure side calculation, since the desuperheater refrigerant inlet state and refrigerant mass flow rate is known, the desuperheater model can calculate its performance and refrigerant outlet state, which is also the inlet state for the condenser. Through condenser model, the condenser refrigerant outlet state can be calculated. And this becomes the input of the internal heat exchanger model outer tube. And for the low-pressure side calculation, the model first guesses the evaporator inlet quality and pressure, then the evaporator outlet state can be calculated by the evaporator model. The calculated superheat is compared with the superheat set by the user. If their difference is larger than 1%, the evaporator pressure will be updated. Iteration will continue until it satisfies the convergence requirement. With that information, the internal heat exchanger can calculate the evaporator inlet quality and compressor suction state. Since now all the state points are known, the model will compare two sets of data: the evaporator inlet quality calculated by internal heat exchanger model and the quality calculated by evaporator model, the condenser outlet subcooling calculated by condenser model and the given target subcooling. The model will keep iteration until the deviation is smaller than the threshold.

4.1.2.2 Steady-State Model for SL System

The inputs for the secondary loop system are the coolant inlet state for both condenser and evaporator, the condenser outlet subcooling, evaporator outlet superheats and compressor RPM.
As shown in Figure 4-8. The calculation starts from guessing the suction temperature and pressure, as well as the discharge pressure. Then the compressor model will calculate the refrigerant mass flow rate based on the suction density calculated from the suction state and
compressor RPM. The refrigerant inlet temperature and pressure, plus the coolant inlet state are passed into the condenser model, which then returns its capacity and refrigerant outlet state.

The calculated subcooling of condenser is then compared to the subcooling set by the user. If their difference is larger than 1%, the compressor discharge pressure will be adjusted by using the Broyden’s method, which is a quasi-Newton method using the finite difference to approximate the derivative. This process will continue until the difference between calculated subcooling and input subcooling is less than 1%.

Then the system model will guess the evaporating pressure. Since the evaporator refrigerant inlet enthalpy is the same as the condenser outlet enthalpy, the evaporator refrigerant inlet quality can be calculated. Then these information becomes the input for the evaporator model. The evaporator model will calculate its capacity and refrigerant outlet state. The calculated superheat will then be compared to the given superheat.

The output of the evaporator model will be compared to the suction state. If the difference is larger than the threshold, iteration will be performed. Similar to condensing side, if their difference is larger than 1%, then the evaporator inlet pressure will be adjusted by using the Broyden’s method. Iteration will continue until the deviation is less than 1%.

Finally, the evaporator outlet state is compared to the compressor suction state. If their difference is less than 1%, simulation is considered to be finished and the results will be returned. Otherwise, the suction temperature and pressure will be updated with the value calculated from the evaporator model.

4.2 Simulation Results

4.2.1 DX System
Three tests were conducted of the DX system. The test condition is listed in Table 4-3. Test 1 represents typical driving condition during summer where the ambient temperature is 35°C and the vehicle speed is 50 kilometers per hour (kph). While Test 2 represents the driving condition in the highway where the vehicle speed reaches 100 kph. For Test 3, its ambient temperature is 10 K higher than other two cases. The air inside cabin has lower relative humidity than others, which means lower latent load. The vehicle speed in Test 3 is 50 kph which is the same as Test 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4-3: Test Conditions for DX system</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parameters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{\text{cond, air, in}}$ [°C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$VFR_{\text{cond, air, in}}$ [SCMH]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{\text{evap, air, in}}$ [°C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$VFR_{\text{evap, air, in}}$ [SCMH]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$RH_{\text{evap, air, in}}$ [%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{\text{cond, sub}}$ [K]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{\text{evap, sup}}$ [K]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compressor RPM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The simulation results are shown in Figure 4-9 through Figure 4-13. As shown in Figure 4-10, the EES system model shows good accuracy in terms of cooling capacity. The largest deviation is 1.2%. It is observed from the Figure 4-13 that the internal heat exchanger model has the largest deviation among other components. This is mainly caused by two reasons. First, the internal heat exchanger model uses simplified geometry model to calculate the heat transfer area, which may lead to large deviation compared to details model like other heat exchangers. The second reason is that the experimental capacity of the internal heat exchanger was calculated
from the compressor suction port and the evaporator inlet, which means the heat loss through the pipe was also included in the model. However, the heat loss through the pipe was not considered in the model, which also leads to the large deviation.

As shown in Figure 4-9, Figure 4-11 and Figure 4-12, large deviation was observed for the Test 3. This is because the compressor RPM of Test 3 is 8,000, which is much higher than the other two tests. And since the compressor efficiency curve was fitted with the data ranging from 3,000 to 7,000, it is reasonable to believe that the efficiency of compressor model would have higher deviation than the other tests. Although the condenser capacity of Test 3 is over predicted by around 5%, its side effect is offset by the under predicted capacity of desuperheater model. Therefore the deviation of the evaporator inlet quality is only 0.1%. As a result, the evaporator model shows good accuracy compared to other components.

![Figure 4-9: Condenser Capacity](image)
**Figure 4-10: Evaporator Capacity**

**Figure 4-11: Desuperheater Capacity**
Figure 4-12: Compressor Power

Figure 4-13: Internal Heat Exchanger Capacity
4.2.2 Secondary Loop System

For the SL system, since there is no real system has been built, validation is impossible. The test condition for Test 2 was selected here. And three refrigerants were used when doing simulation for SL system. They were R-134a, R-152a, and R-1234yf. The evaporator outlet superheat and condenser outlet subcooling was fixed at 8°C and -17°C, respectively. Since the evaporator is replaced with an intermediate heat exchanger in SL system, the coolant temperature is much lower than the original air temperature. Therefore, to reach similar capacity as DX system, the evaporating pressure must be lowered. However, this will lead to lower suction density, thus lower mass flow rate. Also, since the evaporating pressure is lower, in order to reach similar capacity while the evaporator outlet superheats is the same, larger refrigerant mass flow rate is required. Therefore, the refrigerant mass flow rate has to be increased in SL system. There are mainly two ways to increase refrigerant mass flow rate in this SL system. One is to increase compressor RPM, the other is to increase the compressor displacement volume. Since the compressor efficiency will suffer a lot when the compressor RPM increases, in order to reach higher refrigerant mass flow rate, a higher displacement volume should be a better choice. As a result, the compressor displacement volume in SL system was increased to 0.00005 $m^3$, which is around 50% increase, while the compressor RPM remained at 5000. The simulation results are listed on the Table 4-5.

The results show that when maintaining the same superheat for evaporator and same subcooling for the condenser, the capacity of R-1234yf is 5% lower than that of R-134a and R-152a. While the capacity is almost the same, the condensing pressure and evaporating pressure of R-152a are 12.7% and 11.2% lower than that of R-134a, which allows tube with a thinner
thickness to be used in R-152a system to reduce cost. And due to the smaller liquid density of R-152a, compared to the SL system with R-134a, the refrigerant mass flow rate of R-152a system is reduced by 40%. As a result, the SL system with R-152a has smallest pressure drop and compressor work. For R-1234yf, since the heat of vaporization of R-1234yf is smaller than that other two refrigerants, the larger refrigerant mass flow rate is required to reach similar capacity. In the simulation, 25% refrigerant mass flow rate increase was observed when compare it to SL system with R-134a. However, even with 25% increase in refrigerant mass flow rate, the cooling capacity of R-1234yf is still slightly lower than that of R-134a. Therefore, a compressor with larger displacement volume or higher compressor RPM may be needed to catch the difference.

Overall, R-152a has the highest COP, which is followed by R-134a. While the R-1234yf has the poorest performance. And the COP of all three systems is smaller than that of benchmark system. This is mainly because of the high-pressure ratio caused by high condensing pressure and low evaporating pressure. Take condensing pressure as an example. The coolant flows into the condenser was first cooled by the radiator, which means that the coolant temperature must be higher than the air temperature. In this research, the coolant inlet temperature for the condenser is 9 K higher than the air temperature. The capacity of condenser thus is limited by the small temperature difference despite higher heat transfer coefficient on the coolant side. In order to provide similar cooling capacity, a higher condensing pressure is required. This problem also exists for the evaporator. And as mentioned before, lower suction pressure usually means lower suction density. As a result, the refrigerant mass flow rate will decrease a lot even when the compressor RPM is still the same. Therefore a compressor with larger displacement volume is needed, which leads to the higher power consumption of the compressor. All these factors together are the reasons why the SL system has lower COP.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>R-134a</th>
<th>R-152a</th>
<th>R-1234yf</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$Q_{\text{cond}}$ [W]</td>
<td>9,196</td>
<td>9,075</td>
<td>8,822</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_{\text{evap}}$ [W]</td>
<td>6,506</td>
<td>6,539</td>
<td>6,165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_{\text{comp}}$ [W]</td>
<td>3,380</td>
<td>3,133</td>
<td>3,293</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COP</td>
<td>1.92</td>
<td>2.09</td>
<td>1.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\dot{m}_{\text{ref}}$ [kg/s]</td>
<td>0.04624</td>
<td>0.02787</td>
<td>0.05793</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_{\text{suc}}$ [kPa]</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>236.3</td>
<td>277.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_{\text{dis}}$ [kPa]</td>
<td>1811</td>
<td>1581</td>
<td>1787</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_{\text{cond, in}}$ [kPa]</td>
<td>1793</td>
<td>1565</td>
<td>1769</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_{\text{cond, out}}$ [kPa]</td>
<td>1786</td>
<td>1560</td>
<td>1760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_{\text{evap, in}}$ [kPa]</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>260.4</td>
<td>323.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_{\text{evap, out}}$ [kPa]</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>236.3</td>
<td>277.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{\text{suc}}$ [kPa]</td>
<td>4.421</td>
<td>4.918</td>
<td>4.188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{\text{dis}}$ [kPa]</td>
<td>92.85</td>
<td>106.8</td>
<td>77.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{\text{cond, in}}$ [kPa]</td>
<td>89.97</td>
<td>103.5</td>
<td>75.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{\text{cond, out}}$ [kPa]</td>
<td>45.48</td>
<td>44.57</td>
<td>46.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{\text{evap, in}}$ [kPa]</td>
<td>0.0036</td>
<td>-0.4155</td>
<td>0.6830</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{\text{evap, out}}$ [kPa]</td>
<td>4.421</td>
<td>4.918</td>
<td>4.188</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5 Transient Simulation

5.1 Modeling Approach

5.1.1 Components

5.1.1.1 Control Volume

The heat exchanger model in Dymola mainly consists of three parts, two fluid control volume, and wall model. Where the fluid control volume can be refrigerant, air or coolant control volume and is fully depended on the real configuration of the heat exchanger. The details of each control volume will be discussed in the following text.

5.1.1.1.1 Refrigerant Control Volume

As the most important control volume in the transient model, the refrigerant control volume has the most complex governing equation and segmentation. For refrigerant-side calculation, finite volume method is used to calculate its thermal performance. For simplicity, the refrigerant flow is assumed to be homogeneous flow. Therefore, the velocity difference between the vapor phase and the liquid phase is zero and the flow-weighted enthalpy is equivalent to the specific enthalpy. Thus the governing equations for each control volume are as follows:

\[ V \frac{d\rho}{dt} = m_{in} - m_{out} \]  \( (5-1) \)

\[ V \left[ \rho \frac{dh}{dt} + h \frac{d\rho}{dt} - \frac{dp}{dt} \right] = m_{in}h_{in} - m_{out}h_{out} - \dot{Q}_w \]  \( (5-2) \)

\[ \Delta z \frac{d\dot{m}}{dt} - \left( \frac{m^2_{in}}{\rho A} - \frac{m^2_{out}}{\rho A} \right) = -A(p_{out} - p_{in}) - \tau \Delta z - \rho gV \sin \theta \]  \( (5-3) \)

where \( \Delta z \) is the length of the segment along the flow direction and \( \tau \) is the wall sheer stress. The first equation is the mass conservation of the control volume. The second equation is the energy conservation and the last equation is the momentum conservation.
Although the time derivative of density can be directly calculated by the Modelica function “der”, the calculation takes relative a long time. To speed up the calculation, the density derivative over time is expanded according to the chain rule:

\[
\frac{d\rho}{dt} = \left(\frac{\partial \rho}{\partial p}\right)_h \frac{dp}{dt} + \left(\frac{\partial \rho}{\partial h}\right)_p \frac{dh}{dt}
\]

(5-4)

After doing so, each term on the right-hand side has a function call associated with it in the refrigerant property library and therefore can be directly calculated, which helps to reduce the calculation time.

For the momentum conservation equation, the left-hand side represents the dynamic pressure waves and are of minor interest in the heat transfer analysis and therefore can be ignored. And since all heat exchanger is horizontally installed, the gravity term can be eliminated from the equation.

**Figure 5-1: Staggered Grid Scheme**

Finally, to better solve all three governing equations, the staggered grid scheme is utilized to decouple the momentum conservation equation with mass and energy conservation equation as shown in Figure 5-1. There are two sets of the segment: volume segment and flow segment. Since it is stagger grid scheme, the center of the volume segment is the boundary of flow
segment. The mass and energy balance conservation equations are solved in volume segments while the momentum conservation equation is solved in flow segment.

The final governing equations can then be rearranged as follows:

\[
V \left[ \left( \frac{\partial \rho_i}{\partial p_l} \right) \frac{dp_l}{dt} + \left( \frac{\partial \rho_i}{\partial h_l} \right) \frac{dh_l}{dt} \right] = \dot{m}_{i-1/2} - \dot{m}_{i+1/2} \quad (5-5)
\]

\[
V \left[ \rho_i \frac{dh_l}{dt} + h_i \left[ \left( \frac{\partial \rho_i}{\partial p_l} \right) \frac{dp_l}{dt} + \left( \frac{\partial \rho_i}{\partial h_l} \right) \frac{dh_l}{dt} \right] - \frac{dp_l}{dt} \right]
\]

\[
= \dot{m}_{i-1/2} h_{i-1/2} - \dot{m}_{i+1/2} h_{i+1/2} - Q_w
\]

\[
0 = -A(p_{i+1} - p_i) - \tau_{i+1/2} \Delta z
\]

(5-7)

In the current model, it is difficult to calculate wall shear stress. Therefore, equation (5-7) is replaced with a simpler equation

\[
\rho_{i+1} - p_i = \left( \frac{\dot{m}}{\dot{m}_0} \right)^2 \frac{d p_0}{d t}
\]

(5-8)

where \( \dot{m}_0 \) and \( dp_0 \) comes from experimental data.

Since pressure is a necessary input for most function calls of refrigerant property and specific enthalpy can be easily used to calculate the refrigerant quality to determine whether if the current segment is in two-phase state or single-phase state. They are selected as the state variables for the current model.

The specific enthalpy of the volume segment and flow segment satisfy the following equation:

\[
h_{i+1/2} = h_i \delta + (1 - \delta) h_{i+1}
\]

(5-9)

where \( \delta \) is defined as follows:

\[
\delta = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{when } \dot{m}_{i+1/2} \geq 0 \\
0 & \text{when } \dot{m}_{i+1/2} < 0 
\end{cases}
\]

(5-10)
Such that

\[ h_{i+1/2} = \begin{cases} h_i & \text{when } \dot{m}_{i+1/2} \geq 0 \\ h_{i+1} & \text{when } \dot{m}_{i+1/2} < 0 \end{cases} \]  

(5-11)

And the mass flow rate of both segments satisfy the following equation:

\[ \dot{m}_i = \frac{\dot{m}_{i-1/2} + \dot{m}_{i+1/2}}{2} \]  

(5-12)

The heat transfer coefficient of the refrigerant segment is calculated by the correlations associated with the state of the refrigerant.

For microchannel heat exchanger, the single-phase transfer coefficient is calculated by the Dittus-Boelter correlation [40] which is as follows:

\[ Nu = 0.023Re^{0.8}Pr^c \]  

(5-13)

where c is 0.3 for cooling of the fluid and 0.4 for heating.

For evaporator, the boiling heat transfer coefficient is calculated by the correlation proposed by Yun et al. [41] which is as follows:

\[ h = 13678(Bo \times We_l)^{0.1993}Re_l^{-0.1626} \]  

(5-14)

where

\[ Bo = \frac{q''}{\dot{G}h_f g} \]  

(5-15)

\[ We_l = \frac{G^2D_h}{\rho_l \sigma} \]  

(5-16)

\[ Re_l = \frac{G(1 - x)D_h}{\mu} \]  

(5-17)

For the condenser, the condensation heat transfer coefficient is calculated by the correlation developed by Shah et al. [42]:

\[ \text{48} \]
where $h_l$ is calculated by the following equation

\[
h_l = \frac{k_l}{D_h} \cdot 0.023 \left( \frac{G(1 - x)D_h}{\mu_l} \right)^{0.8} P_r^{0.3}
\]

For the compact heat exchanger, the heat transfer correlation is the same as the steady state model and therefore will not be explained for brevity.

### 5.1.1.1.2 Wall

The tube wall is modeled like lumped capacitances which satisfy the following energy conservation equation

\[
(Mc_p) \frac{dT_w}{dt} = \dot{Q}_{rw} - \dot{Q}_{aw}
\]

where the left-hand side represents the energy stored in the tube wall and the right-hand side represents the difference between the inlet energy flow and outlet energy flow. The refrigerant side and air side energy flow are calculated as follows

\[
\dot{Q}_{rw} = htc_rA(T_r - T_w)
\]

\[
\dot{Q}_{aw} = \dot{m}_a[c_{p,a}(T_{a,in} - T_{a,out}) + (\omega_{a,in} - \omega_{a,out})\Delta h_{fg}]
\]

The details of the air side energy flow calculation will be explained in the next section.

### 5.1.1.3 Air Control Volume

For the air side control volume, finite element method is also used. The following assumption is made for the air-side analysis:

1. The air flow is one-dimensional quasi-steady flow
2. Heat conduction in air flow direction is neglected
3. The fin temperature profile is steady-state profile and in each segment, the fin temperature is the same as wall temperature

4. Lewis analogy is valid

5. There is no pressure drop on the air side

The air side governing equations are as follows

$$\dot{m}_a c_{p,a} \frac{dT_a}{dy} \Delta y = \alpha_a (A_{o,t} + \eta_{fin} A_{o,fin})(T_w - T_a) \quad (5-23)$$

$$\dot{m}_a \frac{d\omega_a}{dy} \Delta y = \alpha_m (A_{o,t} + \eta_{fin} A_{o,fin}) \min(0, \omega_{w,s} - \omega_a) \quad (5-24)$$

where $\Delta y$ is the direction of the air flow, $\alpha_m$ is the mass transfer coefficient is calculated by Lewis analogy

$$\alpha_m = \frac{\alpha_a}{c_{p,a} Le^{2/3}} \quad (5-25)$$

where the $Le$ is Lewis number and it is equal to 1 for this model.

Solving equation (5-21) and (5-22) yields

$$T_{a, out} = T_{a, in} + (T_w - T_{a, in}) \left\{ 1 - \exp \left[ -\frac{\alpha_a (A_{o,t} + \eta_{fin} A_{fin})}{\dot{m}_a c_{p,a}} \right] \right\} \quad (5-26)$$

$$\omega_{a, out} = \omega_{a, in} + \min(0, \omega_{w,s} - \omega_a) \left\{ 1 - \exp \left[ -\frac{\alpha_m (A_{o,t} + \eta_{fin} A_{fin})}{\dot{m}_a} \right] \right\} \quad (5-27)$$

Thus the air side outlet condition can be calculated by the air inlet condition. Then, the air side capacity can be calculated using equation (5-22). While the first term on the right-hand side of equation (5-22) is the sensible load and the second term on the right-hand side is the latent load. And the condensate water is obtained by dividing the latent load over the heat of vaporization of water:
\[
\dot{m}_{water} = \frac{Q_{\text{latent}}}{\Delta h_{fg}}
\]  

(5-28)

The fin efficiency is defined as:

\[
\eta_f = \frac{\tanh(mL)}{mL}
\]  

(5-29)

\[
m^2 = \frac{2\alpha}{k_f \delta_f}
\]  

(5-30)

\[
L = \frac{H_f}{2}
\]  

(5-31)

**Figure 5-2: Definition of Louver Fin Geometry Parameters [43]**

The correlation proposed by Wang et al. [43] is utilized to calculate the air side heat transfer coefficient for louver fin (Figure 5-2)
\[ j = Re^{-0.49} \left( \frac{2\theta}{\pi} \right)^{0.27} \frac{F_p}{L_p}^{-0.14} \frac{F_l}{L_p}^{-0.29} \frac{T_d}{L_p}^{-0.23} \frac{L_l}{L_p}^{0.68} \frac{T_p}{L_p}^{-0.28} \delta f^{-0.05} \]  

(5-32)

where \( \theta \) is louver angle, \( F_p \) is fin pitch, \( L_p \) is louver pitch, \( F_l \) is fin length, \( T_d \) is tube depth, \( L_l \) is louver length, \( T_p \) is tube pitch.

### 5.1.1.4 Coolant Control Volume

The same as other control volumes, finite volume method is utilized in the coolant side control volume. Since the ethylene glycol-water mixture property doesn’t consider pressure as an input for the most function call, the pressure drop on the coolant side is ignored for simplicity. Thus, only energy and mass conservation equations need to be solved and there is no need to use staggered-grid scheme. And due to the simplicity of the water\ethylene glycol library, one cannot directly call time derivative of density. Therefore, a simplified set of conservation equation is used on coolant side control volume, which is as follows:

\[ \dot{m}_{in} = \dot{m}_{out} \]  

(5-33)

\[ \dot{m}_{c, eg} \frac{dT}{dt} = \dot{m}_{in} h_{in} - \dot{m}_{out} h_{out} - Q_w \]  

(5-34)

Since the coolant flow is always single-phase in this research, the Dittus-Boelter correlation for single-phase heat transfer is used in the coolant control volume.

### 5.1.1.5 Lumped Control Volume

Lumped control volume is the control volume used in each auxiliary component which determines the change of the refrigerant state inside the component. The governing equations for the lumped control volume are similar to the heat exchange refrigerant side governing equations and the only difference is that the lumped control volume only has one segment and the pressure drop is neglected in the lumped control volume. Therefore the momentum conservation equation
is not included in the governing equations for this control volume. The mass and energy balance equations are equation (5-5) and equation (5-6), respectively.

5.1.1.2 Microchannel Heat Exchanger

The microchannel heat exchanger consists of three parts: refrigerant control volume, air control volume and wall models. The refrigerant is assumed to be evenly distributed in each tube. Therefore, the whole pass can be solved by solving one tube. The details of each control volume have been introduced in the previous section about the control volume and will not be discussed here for brevity.

**Table 5-1: Evaporator Test Condition**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Number</th>
<th>Test 1</th>
<th>Test 2</th>
<th>Test 3</th>
<th>Test 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$T_{a,in}$ [$^\circ$C]</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$RH_{a,in}$ [%]</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$VFR_{a,in}$ [$m^3/s$]</td>
<td>0.056</td>
<td>0.083</td>
<td>0.111</td>
<td>0.139</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 5-2: Condenser Test Condition**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Number</th>
<th>Test 1</th>
<th>Test 2</th>
<th>Test 3</th>
<th>Test 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$T_{a,in}$ [$^\circ$C]</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$VFR_{a,in}$ [$m^3/s$]</td>
<td>0.405</td>
<td>0.607</td>
<td>0.809</td>
<td>1.012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The microchannel heat exchanger serves as condenser and evaporator in DX system. The condenser and evaporator models were validated by the experimental data. The test condition of evaporator and condenser are listed in Table 5-1 and Table 5-2.

The comparison between the simulation results and experimental data is listed in Figure 5-3 and Figure 5-4. The deviation of evaporator capacity and condenser capacity are less than 7% for both models. And the deviation tends to decrease as the air velocity increases. And in general, the evaporator model shows larger deviation than condenser model. This is because the
Figure 5-3: Evaporator Validation

Figure 5-4: Condenser Validation
evaporator has two banks while the condenser only has one. Therefore the deviation of air outlet temperature of the first bank will affect the calculation in the second bank, which leads to the augmentation of the deviation.

5.1.1.3 Internal Heat Exchanger

For simplicity, the heat loss to the ambient is neglected. Therefore only three components are necessary for the internal heat exchanger model, which are two refrigerant control volume and one wall model. The geometry and heat transfer coefficient calculation of the internal heat exchanger model is the same as the model approach used in the steady-state model which has been discussed before therefore is skipped here for brevity. The pressure drop correlation is not used due to chattering problem. Instead, the pressure drop is calculated by the equation (5-8).

![Figure 5-5: IHX Validation](image-url)
The validation of the internal heat exchanger model is shown in Figure 5-5. Test 1 and Test 2 shares same refrigerant mass flow rate, while the refrigerant mass flow rate of test 3 increases by 8%. And high-pressure side inlet temperature of Test 3 is 10 K higher than that of Test 1 and Test 2. The result shows that the deviation of internal heat exchanger capacity is within 15%. The Larger deviation is observed in Test 3. This is because the heat loss to the ambient is neglected in this model and the temperature of the high-pressure side for Test 3 is much higher than that of other two test conditions.

5.1.1.4 Compact Heat Exchanger

For compact heat exchanger, the air side control volume of the microchannel heat exchanger is replaced with coolant control volume. And refrigerant side calculation is also shifted from microchannel to offset strip fin. The details of the calculation of geometry parameters and the heat transfer coefficient have been discussed in the previous chapter and therefore are skipped here for brevity.

5.1.1.5 Compressor

The compressor model is considered as in quasi-steady state and is an efficiency-based model. The mathematic description is the same as the steady-state model. Therefore the details of the compressor base model are skipped here for brevity.

5.1.1.6 Expansion Valve

A simple orifice model is used as the expansion device. The governing equation for this model is:

$$\dot{m} = C_v A \sqrt{\rho_{in} \Delta p}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5-35)$$

where $C_v$ is the flow coefficient of the valve and is obtained by the experimental data.
5.1.1.7 Receiver

The receiver is modeled as a tank with both liquid and vapor refrigerant inside. The inlet refrigerant is in two-phase and the outlet refrigerant is always liquid-phase.

The following assumption is made to build the receiver model:

1. Ideal phase separation
2. Vapor and liquid inside the receiver are in thermodynamic equilibrium
3. No pressure drop between the receiver inlet and outlet

The governing equation of the receiver are as follows

\[
\dot{V} \frac{d\rho}{dt} = \dot{m}_{in} - \dot{m}_{out} \tag{5-36}
\]

\[
V \left[ \rho \frac{dh}{dt} - \frac{dp}{dt} + h \frac{d\rho}{dt} \right] = \dot{m}_{in} h_{in} - \dot{m}_{out} h_{out} - \dot{Q}_w \tag{5-37}
\]

![Figure 5-6: Definition of Receiver Parameters](image)

The specific enthalpy calculated by the governing equation can then be used to calculate the refrigerant density. The refrigerant quality inside the receiver is calculated as follows:
\[
x = \frac{h - h_l}{h_v - h_l}
\]  
(5-38)

Then the mass of refrigerant vapor is defined by the following equation:

\[
M_v = xM_{total}
\]  
(5-39)

\[
M_{total} = \rho V
\]  
(5-40)

Then the liquid mass can be calculated by subtracting the total mass by the vapor mass.

And the liquid mass is a function of the liquid level inside the receiver:

\[
M_l = V \frac{H_{level}}{H_{height}} \max(\rho, \rho_l)
\]  
(5-41)

\[
H_{level} = \frac{\rho (1 - x)}{\max(\rho, \rho_l)} H_{height}
\]  
(5-42)

where \(\rho_l\) is the refrigerant density of saturated liquid.

It is not difficult to find that the receiver will always full if the inlet refrigerant is in subcooling. The specific outlet enthalpy is then determined by the following equation:

\[
h_{out} = \begin{cases} 
\min(h, h_l) & \text{when } H_{level} > H_o + D_o \\
\frac{H_{level} - H_{out}}{D_o} & \text{when } H_o + D_o \geq H_{level} \geq H_o \\
\frac{\max(h, h_v)}{H_{out}} & \text{when } H_{level} < H_o
\end{cases}
\]  
(5-43)

### 5.1.1.8 Cabin

The following assumption is made to develop the cabin model:

1. The properties of air and mass are spatially uniform.
2. The temperature difference between the cabin air and components is small and therefore the radiation of components can be ignored.
3. The solar load is constant.
4. The thermal insulation of the floor and trunk is very good and therefore the heat transfer from those parts can be neglected.
5. The air side pressure drop is neglected

The governing equations for the cabin are as follows:

\[
M_r c_{p,r} \frac{dT_r}{dt} + M_c c_{p,c} \frac{dT_c}{dt} = \frac{\dot{m}_{in}(c_{p,in} + c_{p,out})}{2} (T_s - T_r) + \dot{Q}_{sol} + \dot{Q}_{ps} + U_o A_o (T_{amb} - T_r) + \dot{m}_{iv} c_{pamb} (T_{amb} - T_r)
\]

\[
M_c c_{pc} \frac{dT_c}{dt} = -h_c A_c (T_c - T_r)
\]

\[
M_r h_{fg,r} \frac{d\omega_r}{dt} = (\dot{m}_{water,s} + \dot{m}_{water,o} + \dot{m}_{water,inf}) \frac{h_{fg,r} + h_{fg,s}}{2} + \dot{Q}_{plt}
\]

Recirculation of the cabin air is also considered in the model. The return air from the cabin is mixed with the ambient air and then sent to the evaporator. The recirculation rate is considered constant for the whole process.

The cabin model was validated with the results of Huang [44]. The inputs for the cabin model are listed in Table 5-6. And the simulation result was compared to that of Huang in Figure 5-4.

**Table 5-3: Cabin Model Validation Parameters**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Passengers</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal Volume [m³]</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collective Mass [kg]</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal HT area [m²]</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outer HT area [m²]</td>
<td>14.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar Radiation [W]</td>
<td>950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cabin Initial Temperature [°C]</td>
<td>43.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soak Temperature [°C]</td>
<td>16.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.1.2 Systems

5.1.2.1 Transient Model for DX System

Each component in Dymola was built with several fluid connectors. Each fluid connector stores the mass flow rate, enthalpy flow rate and pressure of the fluid. Once two flow points are connected, built in mass, energy and momentum conservation equations will be created. Therefore the fluid information can be passed from one component to the next. The system model can then be constructed by connecting ports of each component. To simplify the system model and increase calculation speed, the air inlet state for both condenser and evaporator are passed to the heat exchanger by using an air port model, where the air velocity, temperature, and relative humidity are defined. The final diagram of DX system is displayed in Figure 5-8.

Figure 5-7: Cabin Model Validation
5.1.2.2 Transient Model for SL System

Similar to the DX system model, the components are connected through connections between fluid ports. And the air inlet state for the condenser is given by the air port model. For cabin cooler, instead of air port model, it is connected with the cabin model. Therefore the SL system model can predict the cabin air temperature change versus time. The final diagram of SL system is displayed in Figure 5-9.
5.2 Validation of DX System Model

The transient model of DX system was validated by the steady-state experimental data of DX system since that is the only experimental data I have.

All inputs of the transient model were constants. The constant inputs of the transient model are the same as the inputs of the steady-state model and are listed in Table 4-1. By using constant inputs, the transient model will reach steady-state eventually as long as the simulation
time is long enough. Therefore the simulation time was set to be 1,000 seconds with an interval of 1 second. And the built-in Dassl algorithm was used.

The simulation results are shown in Figure 5-10 through Figure 5-14. Condenser, evaporator and desuperheater model show good accuracy with a deviation of capacity less than 2%. Similar to steady-state model in EES, the large deviation was observed for the internal heat exchanger, which is between 2 – 8%. It is mainly caused by simplified geometry and neglecting of the heat loss. Overall the transient model shows good accuracy in terms of capacities and COP.

![Figure 5-10: Condenser Capacity](image-url)
Figure 5-11: Evaporator Capacity

Figure 5-12: Desuperheater Capacity
Figure 5-13: Internal Heat Exchanger Capacity

Figure 5-14: Compressor Power
5.3 Transient Simulation Input

US06 supplemental federal test procedure (Figure 5-15) representing aggressive driving behavior with high average speed and rapid speed fluctuations [45] was selected as the driving cycle used in this research. The air inlet velocity for condenser or radiator is interpolated by using the velocity profile. The ambient temperature is set to be 35°C and the relative humidity is 50%. The detailed cabin parameters are shown in Table 5-4. The room temperature is the same as the ambient temperature and the soak temperature is set to be 0°C. The solar radiation is constant at 1,000 W/m².

![Figure 5-15: US06 Driving Cycle Velocity Profile [45]](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Passenger</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal Volume ([m^3])</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collective Mass ([kg])</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal HT area ([m^2])</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outer HT area ([m^2])</td>
<td>14.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar Radiation ([W])</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cabin Initial Temperature (°C)</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soak Temperature (°C)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recirculation Rate [-]</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5-4: Cabin Parameters
5.4 Simulation Results

Simulation results of SL system with R-134a, R-152a, and R-1234yf are compared to the results of DX system using R-134a and are shown in Figure 5-16 through Figure 5-19. All the SL systems share the same trend. Figure 5-16 shows the comparison of evaporator capacity. Since the evaporator in SL system is not directly affected by the change of vehicle speed, its capacity is relatively stable during the whole process despite the fluctuation of the car velocity. The capacity curve of R-134a and R-152a SL systems are almost the same, which is slightly lower than that of R-134a DX system. While the R-1234yf system has the lowest cooling capacity.

Figure 5-17 shows the comparison of condenser capacity. It was observed that when the condenser air inlet velocity decreased, the compressor discharge pressure would increase, which lead to higher condenser capacity. And for the DX system, the condenser is directly cooled by the ambient air. Therefore, its capacity shows larger fluctuation compare to the SL system. And since in the DX system, the refrigerant superheat region is cooled by the desuperheater, the capacity of the condenser in DX system is around 2,000 W smaller than that of SL system.

As shown in Figure 5-18, the compressor work of the SL system is much higher than that of DX system, which is similar to the results from the steady-state model. The reasons were discussed in the previous chapter and therefore will not be shown here. The trend of compressor work of all models is almost identical, which is opposite of the vehicle speed. The inlet air velocity decreases as the vehicle slows down, which leads to high discharge pressure and low compressor efficiency. This explains the reason why the compressor work increased when the vehicle speed decreased.
The refrigerant charges of SL systems were also calculated. The refrigerant charges of R-134a SL, R-152a SL and R-1234yf SL are 239 g, 188 g, and 281 g, respectively, which are significantly lower than 497 g charge of R-134a in DX system.

Since the US06 driving cycle only lasts for 600 seconds, the cabin air temperature is still relatively high. As shown in Figure 5-19, the response of R-134a DX system is faster than the SL system. This is because, for the SL system, the air conditioning system needs to cool the coolant first. Only when the coolant is cold enough then the air temperature can be cooled.

![Figure 5-16: Evaporator Capacity Comparison](image1)

![Figure 5-17: Condenser Capacity Comparison](image2)
Figure 5-18: Compressor Work Comparison

Figure 5-19: Cabin Air Temperature Comparison
5.5 Start/Stop Operation

Due to the large specific heat capacity of ethylene glycol, the coolant inside the secondary loop makes a significant contribution to the system thermal mass. One potential application is to ease the supply air fluctuation during the start/stop operation.

For a vehicle installed with the start/stop system, the engine will stop when the vehicle is completely stopped to reduce fuel consumption. The engine will be started again in a brief time when the driver steps on the gas. Because most conventional MACs are driven by the belt which connects the compressor and engine, the start/stop operation has significant negative effect on their cooling performance.

Due to the fact that the systems studied in this research are driven by the electric compressor, which is independent of the driving condition, the start/stop operation actually has almost no impact on the MACs operation. However, the air flow passing through the condenser is relatively small when the vehicle is stopped, which could cause high condensing pressure and temperature and may harm the system. In addition, turning off the compressor can save the energy and thus potentially increase the energy efficiency of the system. Therefore, it is worth studying what would happen if the compressor were turned off during completely stop.

Since zero refrigerant mass flow rate may cause the singularity in the model, 100 rpm was selected as the minimum compressor revolution speed. The compressor revolution speed profile was reconfigured so that it keeps running at 5,000 rpm at most of the time while turns to 100 rpm when the vehicle is stopped. All other inputs of the model are the same as the inputs discussed in 5.3. In this simulation, direct expansion system running R-134a and secondary loop system running R-134a, R-152a, and R-1234yf were simulated and compared.
Figure 5-20: Cabin Room Temperature with Start/Stop Operation

When the compressor was shut down, the refrigerant mass flow rate fell towards zero. As a result, the evaporator capacity dropped dramatically, which led to a sharp increase in the supply air temperature and relative humidity as shown in Figure 5-20. For secondary loop system, since the cooling capacity can be stored in the coolant, though the temperature increase still existed, the maximum temperature increase of cabin air was reduced by 75%.

Figure 5-21: Cooling Capacity Reduction Compared to Model without Start/Stop Operation
Eventually, both accumulated cooling capacity and compressor work reduced for all models as shown in Figure 5-21 and Figure 5-22. For DX R-134a, the accumulated cooling capacity reduced by 6.0%. For secondary loop system, the cooling capacity reduced 5.8%, 7.4% and 12.0% for R-134a, R-152a and R-1234yf, respectively. The compressor power reductions for DX R-134a, SL R-134a, SL R-152a and SL R-1234yf are 10.3%, 9.6%, 9.0% and 10.0%, respectively.
respectively. The comparison of COP is shown in Figure 5-23. Since the capacity reduction of SL R-1234yf is more significant than compressor power reduction, the COP of SL R1234yf decreased by 2.2%. While the COP of other models increased 1.8%-5%.

Overall, the start/stop operation increases the system COP by sacrificing cooling capacity. Though the direct expansion system can benefit more from the start/stop operation, the thermal comfort of the direct expansion system would be poorer than that of SL system due to large temperature fluctuation. For SL R-152a, the start/stop operation is a good approach to improve the energy efficiency. While for SL R-1234yf, the start/stop operation should not be used since both cooling capacity and COP will decrease.
6 Life Cycle Climate Performance Comparison

The Life Cycle Climate Performance (LCCP) is a method used to evaluate the global warming impact of the air conditioning system from the cradle to the grave. It considers both direct and indirect emissions. The direct emission accounts for the emission from the leakage of the air conditioning system throughout its lifetime, while the indirect emission accounts for the emission from energy consumption, unit and refrigerant manufacturing process as well as the disposal of the air conditioning system.

The direct emission is calculated [46] by

\[
D\text{irect Emission} = [C \times (L \times ALR) + EOL] \times (GWP + Adp.\ GWP)
\]

(6-1)

where \(C\) is the charge of refrigerant, \(Adp.\ GWP\) is the Global Warming Potential of Atmosphere Degradation Product of the refrigerant, \(L\) is the average Lifetime of equipment, \(ALR\) is the Annual Leakage Rate, and \(EOL\) is the End of Life emissions.

Due to the complex traffic and road condition, when calculating the \(ALR\), in addition to the 6.9 \%/yr regular leakage [47], irregular leakage caused by small incidents and maintenance services should be included as well, which are 20 g per year and 60 g per service, respectively [48]. And similar to the residential air conditioning system, the \(EOL\) of MAC is assumed to be 15\% of system refrigerant charge per year [49].

The indirect emission is calculated [46] by

\[
I\text{ndirect Emission} = L \times AEC \times EM + \sum(MM \times m) + \sum(RM \times mr) +
\]

\[
RFM \times C + L \times ALR \times RFM \times C + C \times (1 - EOL) \times RFD
\]

(6-2)

where \(AEC\) is the Annual Energy Consumption, \(EM\) is CO\(_2\) produced/kWh, \(MM\) is CO\(_2\) produced/kg of Material, \(m\) is the mass of material, \(RM\) is the CO\(_2\) production for recycled...
material, RFM is the Refrigerant Manufacture emission, and RFD is Refrigerant Disposal emission.

The driving distance of US vehicle per year was assumed to be 22,000 km [50]. And the FTP-75 driving cycle was used to calculate the driving time. The life time of the vehicle is assumed to be 9 years[51]. Temperature bin method was used to calculate the annual consumption of MAC. To evaluate the LCCP of DX and SL system in different temperature zones, four cities were selected: Miami, Baltimore, Boston, and Chicago. The weather data were obtained from the third collection of Typical Meteorological Year (TMY3) data base.

Table 6-1: Percentage of Drive Time in Ambient during 6 am to 12 am

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T_{amb}[°C]</th>
<th>Chicago</th>
<th>Boston</th>
<th>Baltimore</th>
<th>Miami</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;=0</td>
<td>22.73%</td>
<td>14.90%</td>
<td>11.19%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0~10</td>
<td>31.49%</td>
<td>32.10%</td>
<td>25.34%</td>
<td>0.35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10~20</td>
<td>24.93%</td>
<td>30.57%</td>
<td>30.27%</td>
<td>12.91%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20~30</td>
<td>19.37%</td>
<td>21.14%</td>
<td>29.34%</td>
<td>77.53%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30~40</td>
<td>1.49%</td>
<td>1.30%</td>
<td>3.86%</td>
<td>9.21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;=40</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The representative temperature for each temperature bin was calculated by summing the hourly temperature within each temperature bin and then divide it by the total number of hours where the temperature is within the boundaries.

The MAC was assumed to be turned on when the ambient temperature is higher than 15°C. The thermal load was calculated by using cabin model developed in Dymola.

The Part Load Factor (PLF) was calculated by [52]

\[ PLF = 1 - 0.25 \times (1 - CLF) \]  \hspace{1cm} (6-3)

where CLF is the cooling load factor.
Because the electric compressor is used in both air conditioning systems, the compressor RPM is no longer affected by the driving cycle. Therefore, the compressor power consumption was assumed to be constant during the whole process to simplify the calculation. The annual energy consumption is then calculated by

\[ AEC = \frac{W_{\text{comp}}}{\eta_{\text{battery}}} \]  

(6-4)

where \( \eta_{\text{battery}} \) is the battery efficiency which is assumed to be 85% for Li-on battery [53]. And the CO₂ emission associate energy input is 0.788 kg CO₂/kWh [54].

The main components in MAC like heat exchangers are mainly built by aluminum, and its manufacturing emission is the highest among other materials [49]. Therefore, only the emission of aluminum production was considered to simplify the calculation.

The refrigerants manufacture emissions can be found on the IIR guideline for LCCP [48,49]. The emissions for R-134a, R-152a and R-1234yf are 8 kg CO₂/kg, 2.2 kg CO₂/kg, and 13.7 kg CO₂/kg. And because the emission during unit disposal takes an only small portion of the LCCP, especially for those refrigerants with low GWP, it can be neglected in the LCCP calculation [49].

The comparison of LCCP of DX and SL system at different locations are displayed in Figure 6-1. As expected, the LCCP increased as the ambient temperature increased, which was a result of high energy consumption caused by the high compressor on time. For system comparison, the direct emission of R-134a DX was 846 kg CO₂, while the direct emission of R-152a SL and R-134a SL were 44 kg CO₂ and 3 kg CO₂, which could be neglected.

Also, it was observed that for cities in cold regions, the LCCP of SL system tends to be lower than that of DX system. While for cities in hot regions like Miami, the LCCP of SL system becomes higher than that of DX system.
Figure 6-1: LCCP Comparison

Figure 6-2: R-134a SL LCCP (Baltimore) Breakdown
From Figure 6-2 and Figure 6-3, it was observed that the emissions of energy consumption took accounts for 75% of the total emission of R-134a SL system and 95% of R-152a SL system. This indicated that most emission during the MAC lifetime comes from the energy consumption.

As discussed before, the COP of R-152a SL system was 26 % lower than that of R-134a DX system, meaning that the SL system requires more energy to provide the same amount of cooling.

Therefore, as the ambient temperature increases, the emission of energy consumption of SL system increases much faster than that of DX system. Eventually, for a city like Miami, the additional emission caused by low efficiency cannot be compensated by the reduction in direct emission and the LCCP of SL system becomes higher than the LCCP of DX system. Overall, the SL system is good for application in cold regions. While for cars in the hot region, the DX system has a lower emission.
7 Conclusions

A mobile air conditioning system has secondary loops on both condenser and evaporator sides was proposed. This designed has several advantages. First of all, the evaporator side secondary loop isolates the refrigerant from cabin, which provides safe environment for passengers. Moreover, the introduction of the secondary loops can help reduce the refrigerant charge of system, which leads to low direct green gas emission and low risk of leakage in small incidents. Although the condenser side secondary loop has no positive effect on the system performance during cooling, it provides more heating options for future development, especially for application on electric vehicle.

To compare the performance of the SL system to the DX system, steady-state models for DX system and SL system were developed in EES. The baseline DX system used R-134a as the refrigerant and ethylene glycol-water mixture with 50 wt.% as the coolant for desuperheater. The steady-state and transient models of DX system were validated by the experimental data. The deviation of the evaporator capacity was less than 2% for both steady-state and transient models.

The SL system used R-134a, R-152a, and R-1234yf as its refrigerant and ethylene glycol-water mixture with 50 wt.% as its secondary fluid. The performances of these three refrigerants were compared. R-152a has the best performance in terms of COP, which is 8.9% higher than that of R-134a SL system, the COP of R-1234yf SL system is 2.6% lower than that of R-134a SL system. While the cooling capacity of DX system and SL system are similar, the large COP reduction was observed for SL system. The COP reduction was at least 26.9%. This is mainly due to large compressor work caused by lower suction density and high-pressure ratio. Moreover, the SL system demonstrates large charge reduction when compared to DX system. The refrigerant charge of R-134 DX system is 497 g. While the refrigerant charges for R-134a
SL, R-152a SL, and R-1234yf SL are 239 g, 188 g, and 281 g, respectively. Since the pipe length of the system is unknown, the refrigerant charge inside the pipe is not considered yet. In the real case, the refrigerant charge reduction for SL system should be even better due to short refrigerant pipe length.

In addition to the steady-state performance comparison, the transient performance of SL system was evaluated under the US06 driving cycle. Since in the SL system, the condenser is water-cooled and is not directly cooled by the air, less capacity fluctuation was observed. And all four models showed a relatively stable curve for evaporator capacity. Since in DX system the evaporator is directly used to cool the air, the air temperature inside the cabin drops faster in the beginning.

Moreover, the performances of both DX system and SL system during start/stop operation were evaluated. The results show that both cooling capacity and compressor power consumption decreased of DX and SL systems. And the DX system shows large fluctuation in temperature, which has a negative effect on passenger’s thermal comfort. The start/stop operation can increase the COP of R-152a SL by 3.5%, while it will reduce the COP of R-1234yf SL by 2.2%.

To investigate the global warming impact of both DX and SL system, the LCCP of both system using different refrigerant was calculated in four different cities: Chicago, Boston, Baltimore and Miami. The results showed that due to high energy consumption of the SL system, the LCCP of SL system is lower than that of DX system only in cold regions. And R-152a SL has lowest LCCP among three refrigerant in SL system. While R-134a SL has highest LCCP.

The main contribution of this research are listed below:
• Comprehensive steady-state and transient models were developed for both DX and SL systems.

• The steady-state and transient models for DX system using R-134a were validated against the steady-state test results.

• The performances of R-134a, R-152a, and R-1234yf in SL system were compared and discussed.

• Transient simulations were performed under US06 driving condition. Also, system performance when using start/stop operation was evaluated.

• The LCCPs of both DX and SL systems were investigated.
8 Future Work

The steady-state model used in current research has long convergence time. And the current approach by using procedure command in EES doesn’t take advantage of the advanced solver of the EES. Therefore, a more advanced approach should be taken to improve the computational efficiency of the steady-state model.

For the transient model, finite volume method was used to simulate the heat exchanger and the moving boundary method has not been implemented. In the future, the heat exchanger model using moving boundary method could be developed and compared to the model using finite volume method to see which model is best.

In addition, current work focuses on the simulation of the SL system. To validate the simulation results, both steady-state and transient experiments of the SL system are of great importance.

Last but not the least, the current SL system has lower COP compared to the conventional DX system. Therefore, methods need to be taken to improve the COP of SL system. For example, one approach could be replacing current heat exchangers with a heat exchanger that has higher heat transfer coefficient. Another approach is to add internal heat exchanger into the SL system. The internal heat exchanger can be used to increase condenser subcooling, which lowers the evaporator inlet superheat. Therefore, the evaporator capacity may be increased. However, adding internal heat exchanger will increase the suction temperature, which means that the suction density will be lower. Therefore, the benefit from the larger condenser subcooling may be offset by the lower refrigerant mass flow rate. Therefore, the effect of adding internal heat exchanger needs to be investigated in the future research.
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